Abstract. Children before the stage of formal operations suggested by Piaget, are traditionally not able to solve a:b::c:d analogical tasks with their analogical reasoning because they don't use higher-order relations. However, Postpiagetian claims that if the objects are familiar and children understand a:b::c:d tasks, children are able to solve the a:b::c:d analogy tasks. So, in our study, we investigated the ability of Korean elementary school students' analogical reasoning with a:b::c:d analogy tasks.
Introduction
Reasoning by analogy is an important component of human cognition. Analogical reasoning's fundamental role has been widely recognized in cognitive psychology such as the nature of conceptual structure, creative problem solving, and artificial intelligence [1] . However, in spite of the role of analogical reasoning, research related to the ability of children's analogical reasoning are approached from two different sides. Piaget argues that younger children are incapable of reasoning by analogy because they are unable to reason using higher-order relations, relying instead on lower-order relations in solving [2] . Criticizing conclusions of Piaget, subsequent studies in cognitive psychology [3] have shown that analogical reasoning is accessible to younger children, if the objects are familiar and the children have understood the task. So, in this study, we investigated that how developed Korean elementary school students' analogical reasoning ability was.
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Method and Procedure
The participants were 151 elementary school students divided into three groups: group 1 (aged 7, N=52), group 2 (aged 9, N=51), group 3 (aged 11, N=48 We categorized the students' responses in the four categories used in Goswami & Brown's research which are: the correct answer, a strong thematic associate to term c, a category match to term c and a mere appearance match for to term c. The four categories used showed alternative choices to finish the a:b::c:d sequence in Goswami & Brown's research. The results showed that Korean elementary school students of all ages can solve the classical analogy task. The percentage of correct responses was 85.58% at age 7, 89.98% at age 9 and 95.00% at age 11 in Table 3 . This is an impressive level of performance in the classical a:b::c:d task given the usual performance levels reported in literature.
Results
Classical analogy task
Physical causality analogy task
We used five categories to analyze the students' responses to how they performed in the physical causality analogy task. The five categories were as follows:
(1) D : The correct object and the correct physical change (2) E : The wrong object and the correct physical change (3) F : The correct object and the wrong physical change (4) G : A mere appearance match for term c (5) H : A semantic associate of term c Using these criteria, we categorized the students' responses in a table. The students of all ages performed analogical reasoning correctly. The percentage of correct responses was 72.36 % at age 7, 78.92 %, at age 9 and 90.10 % at age 11 in table 4. Furthermore, the percentage of the students using the higher-order relations was 84.38% at age 7, 90.44 % at age 9 and 95.05 % at age 11. This is an impressive level of performance in the physical causality a:b::c:d task given the performance levels reported in Goswami & Brown's research 
Conclusion and Educational Implications
Our findings in this study regarding the ability of Korean elementary school students' analogical reasoning stand in contrast to the Piagetian claim that analogical reasoning is only fully developed at the age of 12. We identified Korean elementary school students' analogical reasoning with two a:b::c:d analogy tasks which were the classical analogy task and physical causality task. It is clear that at ages 7, 9 and 11 students before the stage of formal operations can solve the classical and physical causality a:b::c:d analogy tasks. Many research papers show that creative inquiry by means of analogical reasoning may be one approach to stimulate student' s critical thinking and creative thinking, and various materials are developed for creative thinking as such synectics. The conclusion is that we should try to develop materials, teaching methods and elements in our science curriculum that develop critical and creative thinking in order to improve elementary school students' creativity with their analogical reasoning.
